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LAW REPORTS 

Year: 2016  
ISSN: 
2251-3507
Retail: S$160.50

THE SINGAPORE LAW REPORTS
The Singapore Law Reports (“SLR”) embodies Singapore’s jurisprudence 
and is a pillar in the development of the law and the legal system in 
Singapore. As Singapore’s official law reports series, the SLR publishes 
legally-significant decisions of the Supreme Court of Singapore and the 
Constitutional Tribunal.

Cases are selected for reporting by a Selection Panel appointed by the 
Academy’s Council of Law Reporting. The Council of Law Reporting 
oversees the function of law reporting in Singapore. The Selection 
Panel, comprising senior members of the profession, selects judgments 
that meet the established criteria for reporting in the SLR.

Cases reported in the SLR are prefixed by headnotes prepared by 
Justices’ Law Clerks. Each headnote contains, inter alia, catchwords, 
summary of the facts, summary of the holding, list of case(s) referred to 
and list of legislation referred to.

SINGAPORE SYARIAH APPEALS REPORTS
> VOLUME 6 (2011–2015)

The Syariah Court of Singapore hears and determines disputes on 
Muslim marriages, divorces, the ancillary matters thereto and betrothal 
as prescribed by the Administration of Muslim Law Act. Appeals from 
decisions of the Syariah Court and Registrar of Muslim Marriages 
are heard by the Appeal Board. Each appeal is heard by a separately-
constituted Appeal Board. Published by the Syariah Court, the Singapore 
Syariah Appeals Reports (SSAR) is the official report series of grounds of 
decisions delivered by the Appeal Board.

Volume 6 features the significant cases decided by the Appeal Board 
between 2011 and 2015. (Where no grounds of decision were issued by 
the Appeal Board, the decision of the Syariah Court would be reported 
first, followed by the Order of the Appeal Board.)

ISSN: 
0219-7812

Annual subscription 
Fees: S$886.00
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LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE CASEBOOK SERIES) 

CONTRACT LAW IN SINGAPORE :  
CASES, MATERIALS AND COMMENTARY
This is the first contract law casebook which compiles extracts from the 
judgements of the Singapore courts, as well as excerpts from relevant 
Singapore statutes. It is designed to facilitate the teaching and learning 
of Singapore contract law by providing the reader with a systematic 
framework for understanding the core legal principles underpinning 
the different doctrinal facets of this subject. 

Every chapter provides an introductory overview of a key topic, 
including the formation of contracts, the interpretation of contracts 
and the discharge of contracts, to assist the reader in navigating a 
curated collection of case extracts from some of the most significant 
contract law cases that have emerged from the Singapore High Court 
and the Singapore Court of Appeal. Users of this book are invited to 
read the selection of materials critically in light of the accompanying 
commentary provided in each chapter, reflect on the “grey” areas 
of the law that have attracted controversy and consider the extent 
to which Singapore contract law is similar to, or different from, the 
position taken elsewhere.

CASES, MATERIALS AND COMMENTARY ON 
SINGAPORE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
With the increasing importance of intellectual property rights in a  
21st century economy both domestically and globally, intellectual 
property laws in Singapore have grown significantly in breadth and 
depth in the decades following the 1994 Agreement on Trade-Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (“TRIPS Agreement”) and the 
formation of the World Trade Organization. As a result, an extensive 
body of case law has been developed both by the courts and in the 
Intellectual Property Office of Singapore (“IPOS”).

Cases, Materials and Commentary on Singapore Intellectual Property Law 
is the first book of its kind on the subject. The authors have curated 
extracts from both legislation and cases before the courts and IPOS 
to trace and explain the development and current state of intellectual 
property law in Singapore, as well as to offer a comprehensive summary 
of the courts’ approach on important aspects of a field of law critical to 
the future development of Singapore and its economy. 

Author(s): 
Burton Ong 
and Benjamin Wong 

Year: 2020 
xxxii + 644pp (softcover)  

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2033-7

Retail: S$128.40

Author(s): 
David Llewelyn,  
Ng Hui Ming and  
Nicole Oh Xuan Yuan

Year: 2018 
xl + 676pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-8364-5

Retail: S$128.40
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LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES) 

SENTENCING PRINCIPLES IN SINGAPORE
(2ND EDITION)
The second edition follows the tradition of the first edition – by  
continuing to draw together the many threads of sentencing 
pronouncements and distil them into a coherent set of sentencing 
principles. These principles are organised in a reader-friendly format in 
four parts:
(a) general sentencing considerations – reviews fundamental  
 sentencing doctrines that underpin the legitimacy and foundation  
 of the sentencing process;
(b) specific sentencing considerations – explores the types of factors  
 that may aggravate or mitigate the gravity of an offence, and hence  
 its sentence;
(c)  sentencing options and legislative sanctions – discusses issues  
 relating to the selection of an appropriate sentencing option; and
(d)   sentencing decision – examines the principles and issues relating to  
 the delivery, alteration and challenge of a sentencing decision.
 
The second edition provides a comprehensive update on numerous 
developments that have taken place in Singapore’s sentencing 
jurisprudence since the publication of the first edition in 2009. Through 
in-depth commentaries and a new chapter on Community Sentences, 
the second edition covers developments in Singapore’s sentencing 
jurisprudence up to January 2019. Since the publication of the first 
edition, several key pieces of sentencing-related legislation (including 
the Criminal Procedure Code, the Penal Code and the Prisons Act) 
underwent many major amendments; and more than 700 judgments 
on sentencing were issued by the Court of Appeal and High Court 
(including about 150 sentencing guideline judgments).

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN SINGAPORE
Environmental Law in Singapore is the first and only textbook on 
Singapore environmental law. It is an essential reference written for 
legal practitioners in and outside Singapore; researchers and students; 
as well as businesses, civil society and policy makers who want to gain 
a more comprehensive and detailed understanding of the subject. The 
book explains the subject in the context of international and regional 
environmental law and the Singapore legal system. It describes, 
explains and critiques the applicable legal principles, legislative 
provisions and cases. Topics covered go beyond the traditional 
areas of criminal and civil liabilities in environmental regulation such 
as pollution control, waste management, nature conservation and 
climate change, to also include environmental governance issues such 
as procedural and substantive environmental rights. This book also 
considers developments in other jurisdictions where appropriate, for 
insights into potential areas for legislative or judicial reform (including 
about 150 sentencing guideline judgments).

Author(s): 
Kow Keng Siong

Year: 2019
cxxii + 1,620pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2034-4

Retail: S$160.50

Author(s): 
Joseph Chun and 
Lye Lin Heng 

Year: 2019
xciv + 760pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2035-1

Retail: S$96.30
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LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)

PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF RESTITUTION  
IN SINGAPORE

The law of restitution is a major branch of private law which is not well 
understood. 
 
This is the first book dedicated to the law of restitution in Singapore 
providing an analysis of the principles of the law of restitution with 
reference to two distinct parts, namely, unjust enrichment and 
restitution for wrongs. The prevention of unjust enrichment as an 
independent legal principle, capable of founding causes of action, 
gained currency as an independent branch of the common law in 
Singapore only in the 1990s. 
 
This book introduces readers to the central concepts and controversies 
in the law of restitution, focusing on unjust enrichment and restitution 
for wrongs as organising themes. Leading decisions in Singapore and 
other Commonwealth jurisdictions are used to explain the fundamental 
concepts in the law of restitution.

MODERN ADVOCACY 
More Perspectives from Singapore

While the first volume covered a wide range of basic topics relating 
to advocacy from a uniquely Singapore perspective, this companion 
volume, Modern Advocacy – More Perspectives from Singapore, seeks 
to cover specialist topics of interest to Singapore practitioners and 
includes new developments like the Singapore International Commercial 
Court and deeper coverage of advocacy before specialist tribunals and 
fora. The original editorial team is back to helm the project and each 
chapter has been authored by an acknowledged thought-leader in  
the area.
 
With a set of new “stars” to headline the project and a whole new plotline, 
so to speak, Modern Advocacy – More Perspectives from Singapore is not 
a reboot or sequel but a companion piece that the general editors and 
contributors think well deserves that slot right next to its predecessor.

Contributor(s): 
Chan Sek Keong, Lee Eng Beng SC, Chiang Yuan Bo, The Honourable Justice  
Lee Seiu Kin, Bryan Ghows, Jimmy Yim SC, The Honourable Judicial Commissioner 
Mavis Chionh, Narayanan Sreenivasan SC, The Honourable Judicial Commissioner 
Ang Cheng Hock, George Lim SC, Choo Jin Hua, Loh Wai Mooi, Wang Liansheng
Cavinder Bull SC, Chow Kok Fong, Lee Peng Khoon Edwin, Francis Xavier SC, 
Edwin Tan, The Honourable Justice Chao Hick Tin

Author(s): 
Tang Hang Wu

Year: 2019
xliv + 478pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2036-8

Retail: S$96.30

General Editor(s):  
The Honourable Justice 
Vinodh Coomaraswamy,
Eleanor Wong and
Lok Vi Ming SC  
 

Year: 2019 
xlviii + 412pp (softcover)  

ISBN: 
978-981-14-0443-6

Retail: S$96.30
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LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)

LAW ON CARRIAGE OF GOODS BY SEA (3RD EDITION)
After the second edition of this book was published in 1994, the 
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act was amended to give the Hague-Visby 
Rules the “force of law”. This brought the Singapore position on the 
effect of these Rules in line with UK law. Furthermore, the effect of 
the provisions of the Bills of Lading Act (“BLA”), and the corresponding 
UK statute, namely, the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1992, has been 
explained in many cases in Singapore and the UK. 

Since the last edition, other aspects of the law on carriage of goods by 
sea have also been clarified and there have been many important judicial 
pronouncements on the effect of the Hague Rules and the Hague-Visby 
Rules. All these are considered in this new edition, which deals with 
voyage charterparties, time charterparties, demise charterparties, bills 
of lading, other documents used for carriage of goods by sea, third party 
rights under such contracts, the Hague Rules and the Hague-Visby 
Rules, limitation of action, loading of cargo, proceeding on the voyage, 
discharge and delivery of cargo, carriage of dangerous goods, laytime, 
freight and the shipowner’s liens.

When the first edition of this book was reviewed in Lloyd’s Maritime 
and Commercial Law Quarterly, the reviewer noted as follows: “It is a 
pleasure to welcome a new volume on carriage of goods by sea which 
breaks new ground … and which is written in a style eminently suitable 
for student use … . Prof Tan has, however, resisted the temptation 
to write a textbook based essentially on English jurisprudence with 
occasional Singapore references but has written throughout from the 
Singaporean standpoint, basing his statements of principle, wherever 
possible, on local decisions … . Singapore is indeed fortunate to have 
so authoritative an exposition of a major branch of its law, although the 
book deserves, and I am sure will attract, a far wider audience.”

Author(s): 
The Honourable 
Justice Tan Lee Meng

Year: 2018 
lxxxvi + 654pp 
(softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-11-7313-4

Retail: S$96.30
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THE LAW OF AGENCY (2ND EDITION)

This second edition discusses the many new and significant decisions, 
since 2010, within Singapore and other leading common law 
jurisdictions. These include: Ho Kang Peng v Scintronix Corp Ltd [2014] 
3 SLR 329; Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ), Singapore Branch v 
Asia Pacific Breweries (Singapore) Pte Ltd [2011] 3 SLR 540; Cavenagh 
Investment Pte Ltd v Kaushik Rajiv [2013] 2 SLR 543; Chang Benety v Tang 
Kin Fei [2012] 1 SLR 274; Chu Said Thong v Vision Law LLC [2014] 4 SLR 
375; Thanakharn Kasikorn Thai Chamkat (Mahachon) v Akai Holdings Ltd 
(2010) 13 HKCFAR 479; Kelly v Fraser [2013] 1 AC 450; Eclairs Group 
Ltd v JKX Oil & Gas plc [2015] BUS LR 1395; FHR European Ventures LLP 
v Mankarious [2014] 3 WLR 535 and Benedetti v Sawiris [2014] AC 938. 

Significant parts of the book have also been re-written to achieve 
greater coverage and clarity including sections discussing the distinction 
between agents and servants; capacity to enter into the agency 
relationship; express and implied actual authority; apparent authority 
in the context of companies; representations giving rise to apparent 
authority; duties of performance and gratuitous agents; and breach of 
the implied warranty of authority.

LEGAL PROFESSION 
(PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT) RULES 2015 
A Commentary

This work is the first comprehensive, annotative commentary ever 
written on the rules of ethics in Singapore. Singapore and foreign 
practitioners, judges, Disciplinary Tribunal members and students will 
find this commentary particularly helpful because of its incisive approach 
towards the elements of each rule of the Legal Profession (Professional 
Conduct) Rules 2015 (“PCR”). By reading this book, members of 
the public would gain a full understanding of the responsibilities of 
lawyers towards clients. The Legal Profession (Foreign Representation 
in Singapore International Commercial Court) Rules 2014, which 
governs the conduct of foreign lawyers in the Singapore International 
Commercial Court, is analysed as well.

The relationship between principles and rules (a fundamental feature 
of the PCR) is closely examined and the scope of their application is 
carefully elucidated. The book explains every rule of ethics and covers 
all the relevant case law and disciplinary decisions which concern 
ethical accountability. It addresses related legislation, the governing 
practice directions, rulings, guidance notes and circulars which affect a 
lawyer’s practice as well as judgments from other jurisdictions. 

As the PCR breaks new ground structurally, in content and applicability, 
this book will prove to be an invaluable and indispensable aid to the 
understanding of the unprecedented dynamics of professional conduct 
in modern legal practice.

Author(s):  
Jeffrey Pinsler SC

Year: 2016 
lxx + 722pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-1398-7

Retail: S$96.30

Author(s): 
Tan Cheng Han SC

Year: 2017 
xlvi + 388pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-2872-1

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
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THE LAW OF TORTS IN SINGAPORE (2ND EDITION)

Tort law has continued to develop apace in the intervening period since 
the first edition of the book was published in 2011: new torts have 
emerged, existing torts re-formulated, and important clarifications 
made on the scope of specific torts and doctrines.

These developments are captured in this second edition, salient 
examples of which include See Toh Siew Kee v Ho Ah Lam Ferrocement 
(Pte) Ltd (occupiers’ liability); Anwar Patrick Adrian v Ng Chong & Hue 
LLC and AEL v Cheo Yeoh & Associates LLC (solicitor’s duty of care); 
EFT Holding, Inc v Marinteknik Shipbuilders (S) Pte Ltd (unlawful means 
conspiracy); and Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ), Singapore 
Branch v Asia Pacific Breweries (Singapore) Pte Ltd (vicarious liability).

The scope and impact of statutory torts introduced pursuant to the 
Protection from Harassment Act and Community Disputes Resolution 
Act 2015 are also examined. As with the previous edition, a comparative 
view is offered by considering, where relevant, new developments in 
other leading Commonwealth jurisdictions.

CORPORATE LAW

This book takes a conventional approach to the subject of corporate 
law in that the usual topics found in most company law textbooks are 
dealt with in some detail. So the external and internal relationships 
with respect to the corporate structure, as well as directors’ duties and 
corporate governance, are centrally located within the book. Apart from 
the usual topics, the initial chapters provide some historical overview 
of the development of company law. There is also a sampling of some 
of the theories behind the corporate form and the different kinds  
of corporate-like alternative business structures that exist out there.  
Later chapters focus on shareholder rights and remedies and conclude 
with, what can broadly be termed, the area of corporate finance.

This textbook incorporates all the changes introduced by the Companies 
(Amendment) Act 2014, which made the largest series of amendments 
to the Companies Act since it was enacted in 1967.

Author(s): 
Hans Tjio, Pearlie Koh 
and Lee Pey Woan

Year: 2015 
lxxxiv + 774pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-09-6882-3

Retail: S$96.30

Author(s): 
Gary Chan Kok Yew 
with chapter 
contributions by 
Lee Pey Woan

Year: 2016 
cviii + 892pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-09-7709-2

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
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COMPETITION LAW AND POLICY IN SINGAPORE 
(2ND EDITION)

Since the first edition was published, the Singapore competition law 
regime has developed considerably. New enforcement decisions have 
created a small but growing depository of local cases which will continue 
to shape the development and practice of competition law in Singapore. 
This book provides a comprehensive guide to how competition laws in 
Singapore will be implemented, and how businesses, practitioners and 
students should navigate the regime.

This second edition explores the lessons from the infringement 
decisions issued by the Competition Commission of Singapore, many 
of which take into account Singapore’s unique circumstances.

Contributor(s): 
Richard Whish QC, Cavinder Bull SC, Lim Chong Kin, Ng Ee Kia, Scott Clements, 
Chia Voon Jiet and Corrine Chew

PERSONAL PROPERTY LAW

This book joins the ranks of unprecedented and enriching attempts 
elsewhere in the Commonwealth to gather and reduce diverse and 
scattered rules of personal property law to a systematic and coherent 
or nearly coherent whole. It also sets out the law in Singapore situating 
and sometimes relocating it, by scrutinising it methodically, in the 
general framework of the common law of personal property.

Its engagement with theories and doctrines of property will assist law 
students in gaining an understanding of the intellectual framework 
into which the rules that occupy their immediate attention fit while 
its considerable detail will be valuable to legal practitioners seeking 
concrete outcomes to the problems of personal property.

For others concerned with the development of the law of personal 
property, the discussion in the book will provide a more than adequate 
survey of the problems and issues of personal property law and the 
challenges ahead.

Author(s): 
Tan Yock Lin

Year: 2014 
cxxiv + 1,364pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-6801-0

Retail: S$160.50

General Editor(s): 
Cavinder Bull SC and 
Lim Chong Kin

Year: 2015
lvii + 326pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-09-4153-6

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW OF SINGAPORE

Singapore’s intellectual property (“IP”) law, like that in many other 
countries, is intricately bound to a larger set of international legal 
norms and standards. Therefore, the study of this branch of the law 
is not complete without consideration of the historical perspectives as 
well as the influences of international treaties and conventions in the 
different categories of IP. References are made to the legal positions in 
several jurisdictions around the world – such as the UK, the European 
Union, the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand – with a view to:  
(a) providing comparisons between the law in Singapore and the others; 
(b) offering possible or alternative interpretations in areas where the law in 
Singapore is unsettled; and (c) providing an indication of evolving legal 
trends in the area and the challenges they may bring to policymakers.

The chapters are categorised into six Parts: Introduction; Copyright; 
Patents, Innovation and Inventions; Designs; Trade Marks, Passing 
Off and Unfair Competition; and Confidential Information. Each Part 
is written with the objective that it may be studied on its own.

PRINCIPLES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

This book examines the rules of civil procedure and the ever-increasing 
case law in the context of carefully designed, underlying principles. This 
is a unique approach and its purpose is to inculcate a fuller and deeper 
understanding of procedure. The principles are intelligently structured 
to enable the reader to gain a fundamental understanding of the 
elements of civil procedure in a very meaningful way at every level. It 
will assist lawyers in mastering difficult issues of procedure and present 
them with persuasive points which they can use in their arguments in 
almost every area.

Apart from examining the principles and analysing the corresponding 
sources of law and the developing jurisprudence, the book aims to 
provide a clear account of civil practice in the courts. Lawyers will find 
this book extremely useful in preparing and presenting their cases in 
interlocutory proceedings and at trial and on appeal.

Author(s): 
Jeffrey Pinsler SC

Year: 2013 
clx + 1,104pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-4505-9

Retail: S$96.30

Author(s): 
Susanna H S Leong

Year: 2013 
cx + 1,238pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-3151-9

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
AP CATALOGUE 202010



THE LAW OF CONTRACT IN SINGAPORE

This textbook offers a comprehensive and structured discussion of 
all aspects of Singapore contract law. The book also draws, wherever 
applicable, on salient decisions from other Commonwealth jurisdictions 
(particularly with regard to areas of Singapore contract law that are 
not well-settled or which may benefit from comparative contract 
jurisprudence). In addition, the book contains references to relevant 
secondary literature as well as suggestions for reform, where applicable 
and necessary.

Given its comprehensive treatment of Singapore contract law as well 
as its reference to a wide range of comparative material, this book 
will be useful not only to local practitioners and students but also to 
practitioners and students from other common law jurisdictions.

Contributor(s): 
Goh Yihan, Pearlie Koh, Lee Pey Woan, Andrew Phang Boon Leong and Tham Chee Ho

A TREATISE ON SINGAPORE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

This treatise explores how constitutional law operates within the 
context of a non-liberal, secular constitutional democracy, within a 
religiously and racially diverse social setting. 

This book is concerned with both theory and doctrine, with explaining 
the black letter rules of constitutional practice and their underlying 
rationales, as well as critically examining how they work in practice. 

It seeks to draw out the broader significance of legal rules by identifying 
their underlying legal philosophy and engages the normative, conceptual 
and empirical dimensions of constitutional law, to present a thorough 
study of the law in Singapore. This book addresses both what the state 
of the law “is”, and evaluates this against what it “ought” to be or to 
aspire towards.

General Editor(s): 
Andrew Phang Boon Leong

Year: 2012 
cxxxii + 1,890pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-08-8693-6

Retail: S$160.50

Author(s): 
Thio Li-ann

Year: 2012 
xciv + 942pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-07-1516-8

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
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THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE OF SINGAPORE
Annotations and Commentary

Authored and edited by a team of prosecutors under the guidance 
of the former Chief Prosecutor of the Criminal Justice Division, this 
book attempts to provide an insight into the raison d’être of each of 
the provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code 2010. It also discusses 
some of the jurisprudence surrounding predecessors of the provisions  
(where applicable) and how they might serve to form the contours of 
some of the provisions of the Code.

This book serves as a useful guide to all who are involved in the 
administration of criminal justice in Singapore, as well as academics and 
students of criminal law.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and  
the Attorney-General’s Chambers.

Contributor(s): 
Lee Lit Cheng, Han Ming Kuang, Lee Jwee Nguan, Toh Shin Hao, Crystal Ong  
Wai Mun, Chua Ying-Hong and Sharmila Sripathy-Shanaz

MODERN ADVOCACY
Perspectives from Singapore

From a singularly Singapore perspective, this title gives insight into what 
advocates do and how they go about doing it. It details specific aspects 
of trials; different types of advocacy; and tips and advice on attaining 
success, achieving a healthy work-life balance, dealing with the media, 
and adhering to the unwritten but essential code of etiquette. The 
different strategies that are available to counsel at different stages of a 
case and the concrete considerations that may affect decisions are also 
amply discussed.

Contributor(s): 
Joseph Grimberg SC, K Shanmugam SC, Ang Cheng Hock, Kenneth W K Tan SC, 
Steven Chong SC, Alvin Yeo SC, Tan Kok Quan SC, Davinder Singh SC,  
Lok Vi Ming SC, Vinodh Coomaraswamy SC, Harry Elias SC, Tan Chee Meng SC, 
Evangeline Poh, Michael Khoo SC, Sant Singh SC, Quentin Loh SC, L P Thean, 
Philip Jeyaretnam SC, Chelva Rajah SC, Leslie Chew SC, Justice Woo Bih Li and 
Justice Choo Han Teck

General Editor(s):
Eleanor Wong, 
Lok Vi Ming SC and  
Vinodh Coomaraswamy  
SC

Year: 2008 
xlvi + 438pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-08-0776-4

Retail: S$85.60

Editor-in-Chief:
Jennifer Marie

General Editor(s):
Mohamed Faizal 
Mohamed Abdul Kadir

Year: 2012 
civ + 832pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-07-0498-8

Retail: S$96.30

LAW BOOKS (LAW PRACTICE SERIES)
AP CATALOGUE 202012



PRACTITIONERS’ GUIDE ON DAMAGES AWARDED 
FOR DEFAMATION CASES IN SINGAPORE

This Guide serves as a comprehensive resource on the whole spectrum 
of defamation cases that comes before the Singapore courts and the 
range of damages awarded for such claims. It provides a useful and 
concise tabulation of defamation cases organised according to the 
nature of the defamation, the category of claimant, the amount awarded, 
and the outcome of appeal as well as case summaries for over a decade 
of reported and unreported cases filed between 2006 and 2017. The 
Guide outlines the general legal principles on the tort of defamation in 
Singapore, making it a quick primer on the law of defamation for anyone 
with an interest in this area of the law.
 
Besides the case summaries, it provides a useful reference to the Pre-
Action Protocol for Defamation Actions in the State Courts which came 
into effect on 24 September 2018. The Guide takes stock of the legal 
landscape as it has developed thus far and includes the more recent 
defamation cases which were not previously available in other local 
publications on the tort of defamation.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and 
State Courts of Singapore.

Contributor(s): 
District Judge Salina Ishak, District Judge Clement Julien Tan, District Judge Peter Lo, 
Regina Lim, Magistrate Patrick Tay

LAW AND PRACTICE OF TRIBUNALS IN SINGAPORE

Tribunals play a critical role in the administration of justice. They 
complement the work of the courts by dealing with a variety of matters 
in specialised areas.
 
This textbook is the first of its kind in Singapore. It concerns tribunals 
whose primary function is the determination of disputes: administrative 
tribunals, tribunals hearing civil claims and professional disciplinary 
tribunals. This book addresses the nature of tribunals, the legal principles 
governing tribunals, how tribunal hearings should be conducted, and 
how tribunals should be managed. It seeks to provide new tribunals 
with guidance as to the principles on which a tribunal should be set up 
and run, while providing established tribunals with standards they can 
aspire to.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and 
State Courts of Singapore.

Contributor(s): 
Regina Lim, Wong Thai Chuan, Yan Jiakang

Editor-in-Chief:
District Judge Salina Ishak

Contributing Editor: 
District Judge Clement 
Julien Tan

Year: 2019 
xxxiv + 314pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2963-7

Retail: S$64.20

Editor-in-Chief:
Senior District Judge 
Bala Reddy

Contributing Editor: 
Deputy Principal  
District Judge Jill Tan

Year: 2019 
xxxviii + 206pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-14-2962-0

Retail: S$64.20

LAW BOOKS (MONOGRAPH SERIES) 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES LAW AND REGULATION

This book brings together leading academics and practitioners in 
Singapore in the area of financial regulation, where there may have been 
a lacuna in Singapore treatises compared to the many excellent texts on 
the contractual aspects of banking and insurance. While topics might 
still be discretely analysed in terms of banking, insurance, securities 
and derivatives, and financial advisory, common threads exist between 
them and these are explored throughout the book.

The first two parts of the book focus on prudential regulation as it 
pertains to banks and insurance companies. The book also looks at 
both the financial and market conduct of entities and intermediaries 
that offer securities and derivatives as well as the exchanges that trade, 
clear and report these instruments.

The final part of the book covers both institutions and issues that are 
of present-day interest including alternative investment structures, 
Fintech, and the harmonisation of rules in the financial sector in Asia. 
This book will assist compliance officers in financial institutions, and in-
house and corporate/regulatory lawyers in navigating the meandering 
and often-changing waters of financial regulation.

Contributor(s): 
Sandra Booysen, Eric Chan, Iris H-Y Chiu, Stella Cramer , Amit R Dhum, Michelle 
Dy, Yong Qiang Han , Christian Hofmann, Pearlie Koh, Lan Luh Luh , Lee Pey Woan, 
Lin Lin, Loh Kai Loon, Alexander Loke, Low Kee Yang, Dora Neo, Kevin Y L Tan, Hans 
Tjio, Dharmendra Yadav, Yeo Hwee Ying, Paul Yuen 

ARCHITECTURE OF DEALS: STRATEGIES FOR 
TRANSACTIONAL LAWYERING

Architecture of Deals: Strategies for Transactional Lawyering offers a novel 
set of tools – a framework of private orderings – to help transactional 
lawyers accelerate the development of key skills, such as:
 
• problem-solving techniques in complex transactional environments;
• commercial acumen and strategic-thinking skills;
• deal design structures and strategies; and
• analytical mindset and approach to legal and commercial problems.
 
A transactional lawyer can use the mental models and strategies in the 
framework to play a more active role in crafting deals and transactions 
and transform from a mere legal expert into a trusted adviser.
 
The framework also offers educators and learning professionals a novel, 
interdisciplinary approach to redefining and reimagining legal education 
and training. At a time of disproportionate focus on technological 
innovation in the legal industry, Architecture of Deals: Strategies for 
Transactional Lawyering is a groundbreaking attempt to drive talent 
development innovation in what remains a human capital industry.

General Editor(s):
Dora Neo, Hans Tjio 
and Lan Luh Luh

Year: 2019
xcvi + 766pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-14-0442-9

Retail: S$96.30

Author(s): 
Duc V Trang

Year: 2019
xxii + 434pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-9759-8

Retail: S$64.20
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DATA PROTECTION LAW IN SINGAPORE 
Privacy and Sovereignty in an Interconnected World
(2nd Edition) 

The adoption of the Personal Data Protection Act transformed the 
legal regime for data protection in Singapore. This book explains 
the history and evolution of data protection in Singapore, highlights 
issues that are being worked out in practice and derives lessons 
that Singapore can learn from other jurisdictions – and that other 
jurisdictions can learn from Singapore. Bringing together leading 
scholars and practitioners in the field, the book will be of interest to 
the academic, legal and business communities. Key questions include 
how to reconcile notions of privacy in an information age, and how 
national laws can regulate an increasingly interconnected world.

The second edition includes new chapters examining how the 
legislation has kept pace with technological change and how individual 
rights have been balanced against business interests in the course of 
enforcing the law. It also has specialist chapters on image rights and 
data protection, as well as new chapters on accountability and cross-
border transfers and enforcement.

Contributor(s): 
David N Alfred; Jansen Aw; Simon Chesterman; Warren B Chik; Lanx Goh; 
Graham Greenleaf; Hannah YeeFen Lim; Abu Bakar Munir; Daniel Seng; Bryan 
Tan; Tan Cheng Han SC; David Tan; Steve Tan; Yeong Zee Kin

DATA PROTECTION IN THE PRACTICAL CONTEXT
Strategies and Techniques

Data Protection in the Practical Context – Strategies and Techniques 
provides a detailed study of the law, practice and policy of personal 
data protection law in Singapore. As the EU General Data Protection 
Regulation (“GDPR”) that was adopted in April 2016 included provisions 
implementing a formidable extended jurisdictional reach, this book 
also provides practical coverage of the GDPR and gives clarity to the 
key provisions. Including an extensive exposition on Big Data and the 
Internet of Things and their inter-relationship with cybersecurity, this 
book is an essential tool for anyone who has to deal with personal 
data protection matters, ranging from the practitioner, to the in-house 
counsel and all businesses.

This intelligible book places the legal issues and questions about the 
personal data protection regime in context with plenty of examples so 
that readers will be able to fully appreciate the structure and nature 
of personal data protection. From this, the reader can also grasp how 
compliance can be achieved in a way that enhances and adds value to 
the business.

Editor: 
Simon Chesterman

Year: 2018 
Iviii + 588pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-7312-7

Retail: S$64.20

Author(s): 
Hannah Yee Fen Lim

Year: 2017 
xxxvi + 364pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-11-3376-3

Retail: S$64.20
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LAW OF SALES IN SINGAPORE

Trade is a keystone of the Singapore economy, and sales of goods 
comprise a substantial portion of that trade. Agreements for the sale 
and purchase of goods are subject to one of two statutes in Singapore. 
Domestic sales and all consumer sales are governed by the Sale of Goods 
Act (“SOGA”). International sales between commercial parties, with some 
exceptions, are subject to the United Nations Convention on Contracts 
for the International Sale of Goods (“CISG”) so long as both the buyer and 
seller are from contracting member states of the CISG. 

Singapore acceded to the CISG in 1996 and the CISG has been 
domesticated as a statute of Singapore. This short volume is intended 
to be a handy guide to sales law and to the ways in which the treatment 
of contracts of sale differ from the common law, whether under SOGA 
or the CISG. One of the purposes of this book is to provide guidance 
to lawyers and their clients on whether to “opt out” of the coverage of 
the CISG in favour of the application of SOGA or the domestic sales 
law of another country. Particular attention is paid to areas where there 
are striking differences between the CISG and SOGA or the common 
law, such as the introduction of parol evidence, the use of foreign 
precedents and the role of good faith.

TORT OF DEFAMATION BEFORE THE SINGAPORE 
COURTS 1965–2015
A Comparative and Empirical Study

Based on data collated concerning defamation cases decided by the 
Singapore courts from 1965 to 2015, this monograph assesses the 
trends in the courts’ use of foreign decisions and the diverse origins and 
nature of the foreign sources. In addition to the research methodology, 
it discusses the comparative law literature relating to such use of foreign 
precedents by judges and their contributions to the transnational 
judicial dialogue.

Lawyers and judges may also be interested in the comparative analysis 
of the defamation laws of the selected foreign jurisdictions (England, 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Malaysia and Hong Kong) as well as 
the specific legal issues (namely, defamatory meaning, reference to 
plaintiff and publication, the legal defences to defamation, the remedies 
and conflict of laws). This book not only reflects upon the past 50 years 
of legal evolution, but also looks ahead to the potential challenges and 
prospects for the development of the tort of defamation in Singapore.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and the 
Singapore Judicial College.

Author(s): 
Gary Chan Kok Yew

Year: 2017 
xlviii + 166pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-11-1608-7

Retail: S$64.20

Author(s): 
Howard Hunter

Year: 2017 
xxxiv + 212pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-11-1935-4

Retail: S$64.20
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EMPLOYMENT LAW IN SINGAPORE
Cases and Materials

Employment has been an area of especial focus in Singapore even 
before her independence, given its extensive impact on the general 
population. Various employment legislation enacted since the founding 
of Singapore sought to deal with pertinent issues of the time, be it the 
influx of immigrants in the 19th century, the industrial unrests in the 
1950s, or the economic restructuring in the 1980s. 

This monograph consolidates and traces the development of the various 
legislation which regulate employment practices in Singapore (including 
the Employment Act, the Employment of Foreign Manpower Act, the 
Employment Agencies Act, the Work Injury Compensation Act, the 
Workplace Safety and Health Act and the Foreign Employee Dormitories 
Act 2015) which as a whole seeks to strike a delicate balance between  
the competing needs of the various stakeholders such as workers, 
employers, employment agencies, insurers, and the general public. 
Cases featured in this book include not only those pertaining to 
employment offences, but also administrative infringements and work 
injury compensation. It will serve as a useful handbook to practitioners 
and persons interested in the regulatory aspect of employment law  
in Singapore.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and 
the Ministry of Manpower.

Contributor(s): 
Benjamin Yim; Jason Too; Ong Yao-Min, Andre; Edwin Er Kim Heng and Dilip Vasu Theavan

SINGAPORE LAW: 50 YEARS IN THE MAKING

The development of Singapore law has tracked the development of 
Singapore’s own nation-building efforts. Singapore’s laws reflect a 
diversity of legal and cultural heritages and there has been a conscious 
effort, particularly after the 1990s, to develop its own laws and legal 
institutions. These efforts have now paved the way for Singapore law 
to be promoted in international transactions and law reforms in other 
jurisdictions. 

This book assesses to what extent these ambitions have been achieved, 
how they are reflected in the jurisprudence of Singapore courts, and to 
predict the next phase in the development of Singapore law. It analyses 
all reported Singapore decisions since independence to December 
2013. It considers the extent to which Singapore courts have developed 
a local jurisprudence and the particular subject areas in which such 
development is the strongest. It also examines the extent Singapore 
courts have relied on foreign law.

Contributor(s): 
Chan Sek Keong, Darius Chan, Cheah Wui Ling, Chen Siyuan, Eunice Chua,  
Goh Yihan, Lau Kwan Ho, Lionel Leo, Melissa Mak, Mohamed Faizal Mohamed Abdul 
Kadir, Peh Aik Hin, Nicholas Poon, Paul Tan and Yip Man

Editor(s): 
Benjamin Yim

Year: 2016  
xl + 356pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-8255-3

Retail: S$64.20

General Editor(s): 
Goh Yihan and 
Paul Tan

Year: 2015 
lxxx + 888pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-3599-3

Retail: S$96.30
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INTERNATIONAL ISSUES IN FAMILY LAW
IN SINGAPORE

The “globalisation” of families has raised complex legal issues affecting 
family life, marriage and divorce. Yet there are relatively few local 
decisions in Singapore on the private international law aspects of family 
law. This book discusses conflict of laws rules applicable in family cases 
in Singapore and relevant local cases that offer guidance on the issues 
addressed. It also examines substantive law on family issues that have 
international features. 

Not quite a book on the conflict of laws nor the traditional topics in 
family law, its chapters uniquely select family law issues that have 
international dimensions. It includes discourse on substantive law 
and the conflicts rules in the formation of marriages, regulation of the 
marital relationship, matrimonial proceedings terminating marriages in 
globalised families, the ensuing financial consequences, and the laws 
on parental abduction and relocation of children across jurisdictions.

JUVENILE JUSTICE
Where Rehabilitation Takes Centre Stage

This book explores the roles played by the various parties in the 
rehabilitation of a juvenile offender, including probation officers, social 
workers, institutional staff, his school, parents, extended family, and 
so on. It also covers the legal principles, case law, procedures and 
processes in the arena of juvenile crime, and shows how the juvenile 
justice system is designed to advance and promote the rehabilitation 
philosophy.

Packed with comprehensive and useful information and insights, 
analyses of reported cases, as well as case studies of juvenile offenders, 
this book will be a useful guide and resource for anyone who is 
interested in learning about the Singapore juvenile justice system.

Author(s): 
Debbie Ong

Year: 2015 
xxxvi + 366pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-2690-8 

Retail: S$64.20

Author(s): 
Lim Hui Min

Year: 2014  
xxviii + 180pp  (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-07-9095-0

Retail: S$64.20
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CRIMINAL LAW FOR THE 21st CENTURY
A Model Code for Singapore

In this book, the authors propose a set of improved and modernised 
provisions expressing the general principles of criminal responsibility. 
This set of principles will comprise a “General Part” which, it is proposed, 
will form part of Singapore’s Penal Code. The key objective of devising 
and enacting the General Part is to significantly revitalise the Penal 
Code and restore many of its original technical attributes. 

Each chapter of this book comprises: (a) a carefully considered and 
drafted provision on a general principle of criminal responsibility;  
(b) a summary of the existing law in Singapore pertaining to that 
principle; (c) a selection of recent formulations of that principle from 
other jurisdictions to benchmark Singapore’s law (both current and 
proposed) with international best practices; and (d) a comparison 
of these formulations with the provision proposed in this book for 
inclusion as a General Part in Singapore’s Penal Code.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN LAW IN SINGAPORE

This book sets out a discussion of industrial design law in Singapore, 
beginning with a general introduction to industrial design, its importance 
to Singapore as one of the creative industries and its relation to 
intellectual property. It then proceeds to discuss, in some detail, the 
registered design system of Singapore which is followed by chapters 
setting out an overview of how copyright, passing off and trade mark 
law may also be relevant in protecting certain aspects of design. The 
problem caused by overlapping rights is also addressed. In addition, the 
text includes discussions of English, European and Australian laws for 
comparative and law reform purposes, and concludes by highlighting 
some areas where law reform might be considered.

Author(s): 
Chan Wing Cheong, 
Stanley Yeo and
Michael Hor

Year: 2013 
xxxiv + 372pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-6799-0

Retail: S$85.60

Author(s): 
George Wei Sze Shun

Year: 2012 
lx + 586pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-3149-6

Retail: S$96.30
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SINGAPORE LAW ON ARBITRAL AWARDS

This book focuses on the end-product of arbitration: the award.  
It examines the law relating to arbitral awards from two  
perspectives: awards resulting from arbitrations that are seated in 
Singapore and awards made elsewhere that are being enforced in 
Singapore. It discusses the requirements of a valid award, the available 
recourse against an award, its enforcement and the obstacles to 
its enforcement. In addition to Singapore legislation and case law, 
which supplement the clear and thorough analysis, selected foreign  
cases are used to illustrate the application of comparable provisions in 
other jurisdictions.

AN ASIAN PERSPECTIVE ON MEDIATION

A commendable read for mediators, lawyers, dispute resolution 
practitioners and policymakers which integrates the many diverse 
fields of expertise into one Singapore-based, Asian perspective 
on mediation. It offers a framework for thinking, analysing and 
managing various cultural issues at play in dispute situations; contains 
recommendations of concrete strategies for using the interests-based 
model, including the 7-Element Framework in the interests-based 
model of conflict resolution, in the Asian context; presents practical 
approaches and strategies, including a “dos and don’ts” list for each 
stage of a mediation; affords useful examples and illustrations, 
including sample opening statements for mediators; and provides 
chapter summary tables for quick pointers.

Contributor(s): 
Joel Lee, Teh Hwee Hwee, Ian Macduff, Melanie Billings-Yun, John S K Ng and 
Law Siew Fang

Author(s): 
Chan Leng Sun SC

Year: 2011 
xl + 348pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-08-8812-1

Retail: S$53.50

General Editor(s): 
Joel Lee and 
Teh Hwee Hwee

Year: 2009  
xx + 236pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-08-2997-1

Retail: S$53.50
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CORONER’S PRACTICE IN MEDICAL CASES

 The work of the coroner, even within the legal and medical professions, 
is not often well understood. Though the law on negligence relating 
to medical cases is well established, little or none has been written 
on the coroner’s practice in medical cases. Until this book, there was 
little guidance available in Singapore for lawyers, doctors and other 
professionals who may become involved in the investigation of deaths 
where issues of medical mismanagement are raised. Besides setting out 
the history, law and procedure of the Coroner’s Court, this monograph 
also contains a selection of actual medical cases, heard in the Coroner’s 
Court, categorised according to the causes of death.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and  
the State Courts of Singapore.

THE LAW ON CORRUPTION IN SINGAPORE
Cases and Materials

Legal practitioners now have a handy reference that deals specifically 
with the basic principles surrounding the law on corruption and the 
Prevention of Corruption Act in Singapore. This monograph examines 
how the law of corruption in Singapore has evolved from its paradigm 
involving a breach of duty to include the perversion of justice and 
marriages of convenience. It also deals with practical evidential issues 
including the indicia that the courts have looked to in determining the 
existence of a corrupt element in law and in fact. Relevant extracts in 
the myriad cases are ordered and linked through explanatory notes to 
give the practitioner a clear and accessible guide to the law.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and  
the State Courts of Singapore.

Author(s): 
Lee Eng Hin, Gilbert Lau, 
George Paul, Lai Siang  
Hui, Yeo Khee Quan,  
Chin Jing Jih, Ong Yong 
Yau, Lee Kok Onn,  
Danielle Yeow, Tan Boon 
Heng and Amy Tung

Year: 2008  
xxvi + 286pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-08-1484-7

Retail: S$53.50

Author(s): 
Tan Boon Gin

Year: 2007 
xviii + 166pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-05-9081-9

Retail: S$42.80
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CONFIDENTIALITY IN ARBITRATION
How Far Does It Extend?

Arbitration confidentiality appears to be the accepted orthodoxy 
in England. Yet in the arena of international arbitration, arbitration 
confidentiality has not been uniformly recognised. The concept 
of confidentiality in arbitration proceedings and its exceptions 
are explored in-depth in this monograph. This study focuses on 
the comparison between case law in England and the positions in 
Australia, New Zealand, the United States, Sweden, France, Germany 
and Singapore.

Author(s): 
Quentin Loh Sze On SC
and Edwin Lee Peng Khoon

Year: 2007
xx + 116pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-05-8749-9

Retail: S$32.10
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LEGAL LEGACIES
> The Storeys of Singapore Law

Some of the most architecturally-beautiful buildings in Singapore were 
purpose built for law enforcement. 

This book aims to tell a brief history of these buildings through the 
use of photos, architectural drawings and stories told by people who 
remember what it was like to work or be in these places. 

Come explore the interiors of the “hush-hush” house and dwellings 
of some of the most prominent practitioners in the early years of 
Singapore’s history.

> The Story of Singapore Law

This book is a delightful synopsis of Singapore’s rich legal heritage.  
It highlights the development of Singapore’s legal system, the evolution 
of legal practice and the changes in court systems from tenuous 
beginnings to world-class status. Legal Legacies provides a pictorial 
look at the key moments, places and people in Singapore’s legal history 
over 60 photographs, many of which are seen here for the first time, 
punctuated by interesting anecdotes.

Each book comes enclosed in a specially-designed envelope which is 
packaged with four loose postcards showing artworks and photographs 
of Singapore’s court houses over the years. The fine finishing and 
artwork make this publication both a useful resource for history 
aficionados as well as a veritable keepsake.

This is a joint project by the Singapore Academy of Law Legal Heritage 
Committee, supported by the National Heritage Board.

Year: 2018
60pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-11-5545-1

Retail: S$35.00

Year: 2011
32pp  
(softcover with postcards)

ISBN: 
978-981-08-8511-3

Retail: S$21.40
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A JUDGE FOR THE AGES
Essays in Honour of Justice Chao Hick Tin

Justice Chao Hick Tin’s contribution as a judge is of the first rank. Born 
in Singapore, Justice Chao studied at Catholic High School before 
reading law at University College London. He was appointed Judicial 
Commissioner of the Supreme Court of Singapore on 1 October 1987.
This marked the commencement of a distinguished judicial career from 
1987 right through to 2017 – a remarkable period of approximately 
three decades (excluding two years, between 2006 and 2008, when he 
was Attorney-General) and a total period of half a century in service of 
his country. Justice Chao was appointed Judge of Appeal on 2 August 
1999 and Vice-President of the Court of Appeal on 18 April 2008. 

In this book, experts from the Judiciary, practice and academia 
explore Justice Chao’s jurisprudence in 12 areas of private, public and 
international law. These essays honour Justice Chao’s lasting legacy as a 
role model for all who aspire to be judges of the highest calibre.

Contributor(s): 
Chief Justice Sundaresh Menon, Judge of Appeal Andrew Phang Boon Leong,  
Judge of Appeal Steven Chong, Jeffrey Pinsler SC, Pearlie Koh, Lee 
Pey Woan, Hans Tjio, Yeo Tiong Min SC (honoris causa), Goh Yihan,  
Kow Keng Siong, Mohamed Faizal Mohamed Abdul Kadir, Leong Wai Kum,  
Ng-Loy Wee Loon, Thio Li-ann, Teo Keang Sood, Jaclyn L Neo and Gary Chan Kok Yew

LEGAL TENOR
Voices from Singapore’s Legal History (1930–1959)

This book captures personal accounts by 15 legal personalities of their 
lives in the law in the decades leading up to 1959, when Singapore gained 
full internal self-governance. It draws on interviews bySingapore’s Oral 
History Centre with these change-makers who provide specific insight 
into our legal community and environment during those decades. 
Legal Tenor is not about hard-core history, but rather an attempt to 
extract and share some of the flavour of Singapore’s early legal years 
as told in the words of some of its earliest lawyers. Through a series of 
overlapping stories and perspectives, their tale is told with – for the most  
part – minimal intrusion, thus allowing readers to glean for themselves 
the tenor of the times.

Note: The print (softcover) version contains the text of the work and 
pictures. There is also the e-Book version. This not only contains the 
text and pictures, but also links the text to clips of the actual audio 
recordings from the interviews.

Interviewee(s): 
Abdul Wahab Ghows, Frederick Arthur Chua, Choor Singh, Kenneth Hilborne, 
Howard Cashin, Graham Starforth Hill, Joshua Benjamin Jeyaretnam, 
Tharumaratnam Chelliah, Tan Wee Kian, Tan Lian Ker, Phyllis Tan, Joseph Grimberg SC, 
Alec Fergusson, David Marshall and Wee Chong Jin

General Editor(s): 
Andrew Phang Boon Leong 
and Goh Yihan

Year: 2017
I + 526pp + 10pp images 
(hardcover with 
dustjacket)

ISBN: 
978-981-11-4353-3

Retail: S$96.30

Curator(s): 
Eleanor Wong

Year: 2013
xiv + 286pp (softcover) 

ISBN: 
978-981-07-8065-4 
(softcover) 

978-981-07-8067-8 
(e-Book)

Retail: 
S$64.20 (softcover)

US$19.99 (e-Book)
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THE LAW IN HIS HANDS
A Tribute to Chief Justice Chan Sek Keong

This book celebrates the 75th birthday of former Chief Justice Chan 
Sek Keong, a remarkable man who was not only one of the foremost 
legal practitioners of his day but has also dedicated over a quarter of 
a century of his life in public service to Singapore, holding the two 
highest legal offices in the land (first, as Attorney-General, and then 
as Chief Justice). Part I contains a short biographical essay of Chief 
Justice Chan and a selected number of speeches and interviews.  
Part II assembles experts in the various fields of law to synthesise as 
well as analyse Chief Justice Chan’s contributions in the major areas 
of Singapore law. Part III offers a representative selection of his 
publications and speeches, written or delivered in his capacity as both 
Attorney-General and Chief Justice.

SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW CONFERENCE

> Developments in Singapore Law Between 2006 and 2010
General Editor(s): 
Yeo Tiong Min, Hans Tjio and Tang Hang Wu

> Developments in Singapore Law Between 2001 and 2005 
General Editor(s): 
Teo Keang Sood

> Developments in Singapore Law Between 1996 and 2000
General Editor(s): 
Kennth W K Tan SC

Year: 2011
lxx + 838pp 
(hardcover with dustjacket)

ISBN:  
978-981-08-8670-7

Retail:  
S$160.50

Year: 2006
lxxii + 906pp (hardcover)

ISBN: 
981-05-7232-8

Retail:  
S$171.20

Year: 2001
lxx + 680pp (hardcover)

ISBN: 
981-04-4567-9

Retail:  
S$105.93

General Editor(s): 
Chao Hick Tin,
Andrew Phang Boon Leong, 
V K Rajah and
Yeo Tiong Min

Year: 2012
x + 818pp  
(hardcover with  
dustjacket)

ISBN: 
978-981-07-3817-4 

Retail: S$96.30
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THE FIRST CHIEF: WEE CHONG JIN
A Judical Portrait

This is a biography of Wee Chong Jin, Singapore’s first Asian Chief 
Justice who laid the foundation for a strong and independent judiciary. 
The book sketches out his character in detail through an analysis of 
his judgments and as gleaned from his interview conducted by the 
Oral History Centre. It depicts the times, cases and people during Wee 
Chong Jin’s life and legal career, and his contributions to the Judiciary 
and judicial system of Singapore. Learn of his thoughts, his values, his 
interests, his achievements and the controversies leading up to his 
appointment and during his tenure.

FROM FOUNDATION TO LEGACY
The Second Charter of Justice

This title brings the reader on a journey from the conception of the 
Second Charter to the birth of its ultimate offspring – the Application of 
English Law Act. Justice Andrew Phang discusses the significance of the 
Second Charter over the years and why it deserves its high place on the 
honour roll of Singapore’s legal developments.

Author(s):  
John Koh

Year: 2010
xxvi + 304pp + 12pp 
images (hardcover with 
dustjacket)

ISBN: 
978-981-08-5630-4 

Retail: S$64.20

Author(s): 
Andrew Phang Boon Leong

Year: 2006
vi + 104pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
981-05-7194-1 

Retail: S$21.40
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GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY LAW CONFERENCE 2015
The Future of Money and Data

The Global Technology Law Conference 2015, held over two days on  
29 and 30 June 2015, was the second in a series of international 
conferences delving into the issues thrown up by the collision of law 
and disruptive technologies. The conference grappled with legal and 
regulatory issues in the wake of financial technologies, or Fintech, 
and the challenges to data protection and intellectual property law 
associated with big data. 

This book collects a series of articles that deal with these topics in much 
greater depth. The views articulated at the conference form the bedrock 
of these articles. It is hoped that the ideas and views captured between 
these covers will contribute to the development of jurisprudence in this 
exciting and everchanging area of law.

RULE OF LAW SYMPOSIUM 2014
The Importance of the Rule of Law in Promoting Development

It is increasingly understood that the rule of law can deliver a powerful 
and lasting boost to the human and economic development of society. 
What is the nature of this relationship, and what are its consequences for 
individuals, governments, corporations and transnational actors, ranging 
from the United Nations to multilateral development banks? This book 
examines these issues as they apply to the legal systems of Singapore, 
the South-East Asia region and beyond. It addresses not only the impact 
of the rule of law domestically but also the burgeoning practice of 
international investment law and arbitration, and the emergence of a 
framework of rule of law and human rights responsibilities that apply to 
business and finance institutions in their operations worldwide.

The volume is the result of the second Rule of Law Symposium hosted by 
the Singapore Academy of Law, in conjunction with the Bingham Centre 
for the Rule of Law.

Contributor(s): 
Sir Jeffrey Jowell QC, Nick Booth, Christopher Stephens, Robert McCorquodale,  
David Kinley, The Hon Judicial Commissioner Chua Lee Ming, Stephan W Schill, N Jansen 
Calamita, Locknie Hsu, Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers, The Hon Chief Justice Geoffrey 
Ma, The Hon the Chief Justice Sundaresh Menon, Ambassador Patricia O’Brien,  
Mr K Shanmugam and The Hon Solicitor-General Lionel Yee

Editor-in-Chief: 
Justice Lee Seiu Kin

General Editor(s): 
Yeong Zee Kin

Year: 2016
x + 244pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-8864-7 

Retail: S$21.40

Editor(s): 
Jeffrey Jowell,
J Christopher Thomas 
and Jan van Zyl Smit

Year: 2015
xxiv + 208pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-1674-9 

Retail: S$21.40
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CORE VALUES OF AN EFFECTIVE JUDICIARY

This book is a compendium of principal papers and commentary papers 
which were presented at the 15th Biennial Conference of Chief Justices 
of Asia and the Pacific which was held in Singapore. The focus of this 
Conference was on the search for ways to achieve the establishment of 
the core values of an effective judiciary, such as integrity, independence, 
transparency and securing access to justice, as well as the role of the 
Judiciary in supporting the growth of transnational commerce. These 
five core values became the tenets of this Conference upon which each 
session was based.

Core Values of an Effective Judiciary pays tribute to the contributions 
of the speakers and is a record of the discussions and the diverse 
viewpoints and experiences that were shared on various judicial issues 
during the Conference. The papers are published according to the 
conference sessions and core values. In addition, to lead each session, 
an introductory paper was prepared that synthesised the thoughts, 
expressions and ideas presented in that session. The papers and their 
titles have been edited for publication.for the Rule of Law.

Contributor(s): 
Sir Jeffrey Jowell QC, Nick Booth, Christopher Stephens, Robert McCorquodale,  
David Kinley, The Hon Judicial Commissioner Chua Lee Ming, Stephan W Schill, N Jansen 
Calamita, Locknie Hsu, Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers, The Hon Chief Justice Geoffrey 
Ma, The Hon the Chief Justice Sundaresh Menon, Ambassador Patricia O’Brien,  
Mr K Shanmugam and The Hon Solicitor-General Lionel Yee

AN INTRODUCTION TO SINGAPORE’S CONSTITUTION

Law is one of the most jargon-filled and least-understood of disciplines, 
and among its sub-branches, constitutional law is considered one of 
the most difficult and arcane. Yet, the Constitution affects every one 
of us in ways we seldom contemplate. In this third edition, the reader 
is quickly introduced to the basic concepts of constitutionalism, such 
as the separation of powers, the rule of law and the principle of judicial 
review. In 12 succinct chapters, this book covers the basic structure of 
government in Singapore as well as the fundamental liberties protected 
under the Constitution. 

Written with a minimum of fuss and jargon, this book provides 
the student and layperson with a compact and accessible guide to 
Singapore’s Constitution. A comprehensive reading list, glossary and 
list of cases cited are included for those interested in a more in-depth 
exploration of this topic. This third edition states the law as of July 2013.

Author(s): 
Chief justices and senior 
judges from Australia, 
Bangladesh, China,  
Hong Kong, India, 
Indonesia, Japan, 
Malaysia, Nepal,  
New Zealand, Philippines, 
Russia, Singapore, 
South Africa, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand and the US

Year: 2015 
x + 290pp (hardcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-09-4092-8 

Retail: S$96.30

Author(s): 
Kevin Y L Tan

Year: 2014
viii + 244pp (softcover)

ISBN: 
978-981-07-6945-1 

Retail: S$26.75
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A CIVIL PRACTICE
Good Counsel for Learned Friends

Authored by practitioners and a senior assistant registrar, with input 
from litigation practitioners, judicial officers and law academics, this 
reference guide on professional courtesy and etiquette is lighthearted 
yet serious in import. It offers sound counsel on proper etiquette 
outside and within a courtroom, encompassing a wide range of 
situations with instructive illustrations and examples. Especially useful 
is the table of words, phrases and modes of address which provides 
sample terms and expressions of common courtesy and respect which 
should be accorded to fellow members of the legal fraternity. 

Suitable for both junior and seasoned practitioners, the book provides 
invaluable guidance on conduct becoming of a member of a noble and 
honourable profession.

Author(s): 
Vinodh Coomaraswamy SC, 
Stanley Lai SC, Adrian Tan,  
Teh Hwee Hwee and  
Anand Nalachandran

Illustrator(s): 
Locknie Hsu

Year: 2011
xiv + 94pp  
(softcover with  
wire-o binding)

ISBN: 
978-981-08-7753-8 

Retail: S$21.40
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ISSN: 
0218-2009

Retail 
S$32.10 per issue

SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW JOURNAL (“SACLJ”) 

This bi-annual journal publishes legal articles relevant to Singapore and 
the common law legal systems. Other than academic articles, it also 
carries comments and case notes, which are of particular interest to 
practitioners, and book reviews.

SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW JOURNAL
SPECIAL ISSUES

In addition to its bi-annual publications, the SAcLJ also publishes special 
issues which focus on specific areas of law. The authors of these issues 
hail from diverse backgrounds, with articles from renowned foreign 
experts as well as leading local minds in the respective areas of law. To 
date, 14 special issues have been published.

Year:
Published since 1989
Each issue 300–350pp (approx)

ISSN: 
0218-2009

Retail: 
S$32.10 per issue

(2019) 31 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(International Commercial Mediation)
(viii + 746pp) 

(2018) 30 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(Children in Family Law: Changes 
and Challenges) (viii + 342pp)

(2017) 29 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(Public Law Doctrines in Global  
and Local Dimensions) (viii + 338pp)

(2016) 28 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Remedies) (viii + 380pp)
 
(2015) 27 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Evolving Personal Torts) (viii + 274pp) 
 
(2014) 26 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Conflict of Laws in Arbitration) 
(xii + 288pp) 
 
(2013) 25 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Constitutionalism and Criminal 
Justice) (viii + 224pp)

(2012) 24 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(Intellectual Property Law)  
(viii + 510pp)

(2011) 23 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(Company Law) (viii + 286pp)
 
(2010) 22 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Biomedical Law and Ethics)  
(viii + 262pp) 
 
(2010) 22 SAcLJ Special Issue  
(Land Law) (viii + 228pp) 
 
(2008) 20 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Insolvency Law) (viii + 316pp) 
 
(2006) 18 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Shipping Law) (viii + 272pp) 
 
(2005) 17 SAcLJ Special Issue 
(Contract Law) (viii + 518pp)
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SAL PRACTITIONER (“SAL PRAC”)

The SAL Practitioner is an online-only practice-oriented journal that 
features articles, comments, case notes, and legislative updates which are 
pertinent to the practice of law. The content is written with a practice slant 
and is uniquely published under subject areas of practice. Each subject 
area of practice is curated by a Subject Editor, an expert practitioner 
who commissions the contributors and reviews the submissions. 
 
Online: https://journalsonline.academypublishing.org.sg/Journals/SAL-
Practitioner

SINGAPORE ARBITRATION JOURNAL 
(“SIARB J”)

The Singapore Arbitration Journal aims to provide a forum to examine 
and discuss developments of particular relevance and interest to the 
Singapore arbitration community. 

Every issue of the Journal will refer to recent judgments of the Singapore 
courts of relevance to arbitration. Each issue aims to review important 
Singapore decisions in the prior six months – the November issue will 
cover cases from January to June of the same year, while the cases from 
the second half of the year will be considered in the May issue of the 
following year. 

Each case reference is accompanied by a case note examining the 
significance and relevance of the case. The Journal will also include 
learned articles discussing important arbitration issues, trends and 
developments.

This title is a joint publication of the Singapore Academy of Law and the 
Singapore Institute of Arbitrators.

Year: 2018 ISSN: 2661-4855 Available: Free online

Year:
Published since 2019 ISSN: 2661-4863 Retail: S$32.10 per issue
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SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW ANNUAL REVIEW OF
SINGAPORE CASES (“SAL ANN REV”)

This is an annual conspectus that encapsulates and evaluates decisions 
of the Singapore courts in the preceding year. Selected cases from 
other jurisdictions impacting local law are also discussed. Leading 
practitioners and academics contribute on their areas of speciality by 
way of comments, analyses and criticisms.

Year:
Published since 2000
Each issue 700pp (approx)

ISSN: 
0219-6638

Retail: 
S$53.50 per issue

ASIAN JOURNAL ON MEDIATION (“ASIAN JM”)

This journal aims to advance the practice and development of mediation 
and mediation techniques in Asia. It is a forum for practitioners of 
mediation in Asia to share their ideas, practices and techniques in 
mediation. Through the exchange and the exploration of the different 
contexts in which mediation takes place, it is hoped that mediation 
practitioners will be influenced to further develop their skills and 
techniques.

Year: 
Published since 2006
Each issue 100pp (approx)

ISSN: 
1793-2173

Retail:
[2011–2019] Asian JM 
S$32.10 per issue

[2005– 2009] Asian JM 
S$10.70 per issue

SINGAPORE CONSTRUCTION ADJUDICATION 
REVIEW (“SCAdjR”)

The Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act was 
enacted in 2005 to facilitate payments for construction work done or 
for related goods or services supplied in the building and construction 
industry. In a dispute, an independent adjudicator, whose determination 
is binding, decides the amount to be paid in a claim made under the 
Act and the adjudicated amount must be paid by the due date. The 
Singapore Construction Adjudication Review series is the official 
report of adjudication determinations made under the Act in respect 
of matters filed with the Singapore Mediation Centre. Each volume 
contains an informative Commentary, written by the general editors, 
analysing the determinations reported in the volume.

Year:
[2010] SCAdjR – [2017] SCAdjR (hardcover) 

ISSN: 
1799-9364

Retail: 
S$278.20 per issue
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FORTHCOMING TITLES

ARBITRATION IN SINGAPORE

CIVIL LITIGATION IN SINGAPORE+EBOOK
COMPANIES ACT (CAP. 50, 2006 REVISED 
EDITION)

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
DICTIONARY

DRAFTING TRUST AND WILL TRUSTS IN 
SINGAPORE (2ND EDITION)

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 
IN SINGAPORE LEGISLATION AND 
MATERIALS (DUO)

LAW AND PRACTICE OF FAMILY LAW IN 
SINGAPORE

LAW OF TRADE MARKS AND PASSING 
OFF IN SINGAPORE

LAW RELATING TO SPECIFIC CONTRACTS 
IN SG 2ED+EBOOK

MEDIA LAW IN SINGAPORE 4TH EDITION 
(HARDBACK)

THE INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACTS IN 
SINGAPORE (DUO)

THE SICC HANDBOOK(HARD 
BACK)+EBOOK   

PARTNER TITLES

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY LAW IN SINGAPORE
(Law Practice Series)
(2nd Quarter 2020)

SINGAPORE SYARIAH APPEALS REPORTS 
VOLUME 7 (2014–2019)
(Law Reports)
(April 2020)

SINGAPORE SYARIAH APPEALS REPORTS 
VOLUME 7 (2014–2019)
(Law Reports)
(April 2020)

CONSTITUTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
LAW IN SINGAPORE: CASES, MATERIALS 
AND COMMENTARY
(Law Practice Series)
(Mid-2020)

LITIGANTS IN PERSON: PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICE
(Monograph Series)
(3rd Quarter 2020)

NAVIGATING THE BELT AND ROAD: 
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
(Monograph Series)
(3rd Quarter 2020)

THE PRACTICE AND LAW OF 
CYBERSECURITY
(Monograph Series)
(4th Quarter 2020)

LEGAL PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGE
(Monograph Series)
(4th Quarter 2020)

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: PRACTICE 
AND ISSUES (2ND EDITION)
(Law Practice Series)
(1st Quarter 2021)
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